Insider’s guide

Ware’s
Cambridge?
CW
Difficulty
rating:
7/10

CLICK HERE TO ENTER
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Next
year’s
event:
March 12

Start your season with
this surprisingly testing
three-county romp
ambridgeshire is one of the flattest,
lowest-lying parts of the UK, known
locally as ‘the flatlands’. The lowest
physical point in the UK, Holme Fen (2.75m
below sea level) is near this route but the
county’s highest point, Great Chishill (146m
above sea level), is a point that you get to
tackle on the Wares Cambridge?
Despite the route’s geographical location,
the 80 miles manage to pack in almost
1,300 metres of climbing set on peaceful

1,279
80 metres
miles ascent
Where is it?
Wares Cambridge?
sets out from the
market town of Ware,
Hertfordshire, and within
moments spits you out
into the rolling countryside,
taking in Essex and
Cambridgeshire en route.
Situated just under 40
miles north of London
and 30 miles south of
Cambridge, the town is
easily accessible.

Why ride it?

History

Starting in cyclefriendly Hertfordshire,
which is littered with
challenging and enjoyable
ascents, rolling hills and
beautiful countryside,
this ride heads into
Cambridgeshire, famous
for its long straights and
more gentle changes in
elevation. This 80-mile
route will really help to kickstart your sportive season.

First run in 2014, Wares
Cambridge? originally
went through Cambridge
city centre, but due
to the local traffic, the
route was altered. It
now gets close to the
university city, but sticks
to rural roads — giving
the name of the ride even
more meaning.
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The challenges

How to enter
Entry is now open, and
the price is £25. Entry
on the day is possible
if the event is not
sold out. Go to
www.sportiveuk.
co.uk/warescambridge to sign up.
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Wadeshill Road
Although this busy
stretch of road out of town
only gains 23 metres in
half a mile, it ramps up
to over six per cent in the
middle. Pace yourself:
there’s a long way to go.

HQ details

Where to stay
We stayed at Barbara’s
B&B, Ware, which is
located near the town
centre. There is also
a Premier Inn Ware
Hotel. In Hertford there
is the Hertford House
or the Salisbury Arms
Hotel. The Feathers Inn
is in nearby Wadesmill.

Where to eat
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Jacoby’s and the
Punch House serve
good pub grub.
Casa Lua does
fantastic tapas.
The Sow and Pigs
is a rustic 17th
century inn in
nearby Thundridge.

Local bike
shop
Highway Cycles is
located in the centre of
Ware, just around the
corner from the train
station. It is open at
weekends, including
Sunday mornings.

Long lane
Three quarters of a
mile long and averaging
four per cent, as the
name suggests this is a
long, straight road that
gradually increases in
gradient. The final 100m is
in excess of 10 per cent.
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Great Chishill (first
ascent, Hall Lane)
Averaging two per cent
for just over a mile doesn’t
seem too bad. But the
middle flat section,
while offering some
respite, brings that
average down. Either side
of that are ramps.

200m
150m
100m

Great Chishill
(second ascent, Heydon Lane)
Two miles long with an average gradient of two
per cent seems manageable, but the first 1,000
metres of this climb is made up of rolling road with
undulations that are little more than false flats. From
there the ramps increase, with a series of sections in
excess of six per cent. It is the constantly changing
gradient of this hill, which arrives late in the ride, that
creates the real test and you will need to be using
the gears to adjust to this. When you combine that
gradient with the likely wind on this exposed road
through arable farmland, you may struggle to find a
harder two per cent ascent.

50m
50m

Kick-start your season
with the not so flat lands

climb immediately out of Ware soon gets the
roads that roll through lush green fields, woods
legs warm and the heart rate up, and Long Lane
and rolling farmland.
at Arkesden is a drag with a double-digit lip at
“The course is undulating so don’t go out too
the summit. The church at Arkesden, where the
fast expecting a pan-flat ride,” warns organiser,
short climb averages six per cent, is particularly
Jeremy Bonn. “Some of the roads can be very
attractive (it dates back to the 13th century).
open, so make sure you’ve got a partner to share
The village is also known for being the place
the duties on the front!”
where mod/rock icon Steve Marriott, of Small
The elevation is gained largely in neighbouring
Faces fame, died in a house fire in 1991.
Hertfordshire and Essex, where the features
change visibly within moments of crossing the
Sting in the tail
borders: Hertfordshire is rolling with a rich
The course passes through the highest point at
green landscape; Essex is more arable with
Great Chishill twice. The second ascent is two
shorter, punchier climbs. This complements the
miles in length, compared to one mile for the first,
predominantly level gradient of Cambridgeshire,
with steeper gradients and a final kick that will
with endless farming monocultures and long,
force you out of the saddle.
straight roads that allow the opportunity to do
While many of the road surfaces are in
some through and off.
good condition, pay particular attention after
If the local tourist offices were to plan a route
Gravesend, when the road turns left towards
taking in the most picturesque sites, they’d be
Furneux Pelham, and on the descent down
hard-pushed to find a better alternative to the
into Great Hormead: both sections have rutted
Wares Cambridge? For example, Much Hadham
is ‘Hertfordshire’s Best Kept Village’, with a lovely, areas with loose gravel at the point you will
want to brake, so keep a lid
smooth road, lined by Tudor
on your speed.
houses and a tranquil air that sets ORGANISER’S TARGET TIMES
These are the exceptions
the scene for much of the day.
Route
Award Distance Ave speed Time
rather than the norm and this
The section from Ickleton to
(men)
route offers the type of terrain
Heydon Road and Great Chishill
Epic
Gold
80 miles 16mph
5hr
to really warm up those stiff
is almost entirely flat and offers
Epic
Silver
80 miles 15.2mph
5hr
early-season legs. Sit back and
a chance to open up the gas.
Epic
Bronze 80 miles 13.9mph
5hr 15min
relax if you want to ease your
Be sure to keep some energy in
way into the season or work
reserve, as there is plenty more
Standard Gold
50 miles 16.6mph
3hr
hard, push, get that cadence up
climbing to come.
Standard Silver
50 miles 15mph
3hr 20min
and give yourself a real test of
When the climbs arrive, they
Standard Bronze 50 miles 13.3mph
3hr 45min
your fitness level.
pack a surprising punch. The
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Event website www.sportiveuk.co.uk/wares-cambridge
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Ware is situated in
Hertfordshire, 40
miles north of London.
From the south, take
junction 25 of the M25
(A10). From the north,
take the M11 past
Cambridge and then
join the A10 (J11). Ware
train station
is near the event
start and has good
transport links.
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